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Local churches
step up efforts
to give help
to homeless
Many Calloway County residents are blessed day in and day
out, having the ability to have a
roof over their heads, money in
the bank and a full stomach.
Some are not so fortunate,
which is why area churches
have stepped in to lend a helping hand to the homeless.
Come Johnson, a member of
the Christian Community
Church,said she feel, that there
is a need in Murray and
Calloway County.
"When I'm driving around
town and I see people holding
that sign (asking for help),I feel
like the numbers are growing,"
she said.
That motivated Johnson to
start Project 32 at her church,
located at 1201 S. 16th St. She
said she has spoken to people
who have become homeless
and getting a job is not the
problem.
"A man told me that if he
can't get a fresh shave or wear
something (appropriate) to a
job interview, how can he get a
job? He can't afford to buy anything," Johnson said.
This has prompted Johnson
personally to put together some
clothes for the homeless to help
out.
She said Project 32 is a group

vIAR4ilw Ozzy
But some troublemakers said,
"How can this fellow [Saul] save
us?" They despised him and
brought him no gifts. But Saul
kept silent.
1 Samuel 10:27

Good Morning
to Ledger & Times
subscriber:
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ANOTHER TOBACCO BARN ME: Above, Calloway County Fire-Rescue
battles a tobacco barn blaze on Bakers Crossland Road north of Hazel
Monday afternoon. CCFR Chief Tommy Morgan said that although it was still
standing, the barn was a total loss. Four trucks and 14 firefighters responded.
Morgan said it was the ninth tobacco barn fire to which CCFR responded this
season, with seven of those being in the county and two being assists in Henry
County, Tennessee. Later Monday afternoon, CCFR was also called to another small tobacco barn on Van Cleave Road that had apparently burned
overnight, making the total 10 for the agency. At left, smoke is seen from a distance rising from behind the trees.

Park Board has final four for director's job
In an executive session Monday night,
the Murray-Calloway County Park
Board trimmed what had been a list of
25 to 30 candidates for the vacant
Murray-Calloway County park director's job to just four.
Board Chairman Jason Lovett said that
the board was not ready to reveal the
names of the candidates, following the

session. Executive sessions are closed to are closed to the public.
"I do have confidence in this board,
the public and are allowable for boards
to discuss pending litigation or land most certainly and it has a good history
acquisition or, as was the case Monday, of making good decisions and I believe
that will be the case again with this.
personnel matters.
"We're planning on bringing our can- Plus, we have very good candidates to
didates in early October for interviews," choose from. I know they will pick the
Lovett said, adding that the plan is for right one."
The board is seeking to find the sucthe full board to conduct those interto Tab Brockman, who served
cessor
called
special
nights
in
views over two
meetings. Those interviews also will fall four and a half years as park director
under executive session guidelines and before accepting the park superinten-

dent's position with
of
City
the
in
Hopkinsville
August. He officially
began his duties in
Hopkinsville earlier
this month but is still
serving the MurrayCalloway group in a
consultant's role.
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Christopher
Reed, right,
speaks with public defender Cheri
Riedel in
Calloway Circuit
Court. Reed
pleaded guitty
Monday to several charges related to a burglary
spree from last
November, then
was sentenced to
20 years in prison

Logs & Fireplaces
THIS FRIDAY & SATURDAY!
Your liardwary. Metrical and Mould% ProtossierialS
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Murray man receives 20 years
in prison for burglary charges
A Murray accused of committing a series of burglaries in at
least three western Kentucky
counties, including Calloway, will
spend the next 20 years in prison.
Judge Dennis Foust imposed the
20-year sentence for Christopher
Sean Reed,31, Monday afternoon
in Calloway Circuit Court. The
sentencing part of Reed's case followed his entering a plea a few

• Play by the rules
• Take turns and share
• Be open-minded; listen to others
• Don't take advantage of others
• Don't blame others carelessly

minutes earlier.
Reed's plea deal consisted of
three separate cases, two in
Calloway County and another in
Marshall County.
Reed became a person of interest in a significant string of burglaries that were reported in
November 2014.
In late November, Murray
police were notified that someone
had sold a firearm at a local busi-
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Daly Forecast
The National Weather Service
Tuesday: Sunny, with a high
near 82 Calm wind becoming
northeast around 6 mph in the
morning.
Tuesday Night: Clear, with a
!low around 53 Calm wind.
Wednesday: Sunny, with a
* high near 82. Calm wind becoming east northeast around 5 mph
in the morning
Wednesday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 57 Calm
wind

Thursday: Mostly sunny with a
high near 84 Light east northeast
wind
Thursday Night: Partly cloudy
with a low around 58 bght east
northeast wind.
Friday Musty sunny. with a high
near 83 Calm wind becoming
northeast around 6 mph in the
mor111n9
Friday Night: Partly cloudy, with
a low around 60 Light east northeast wind
Saturday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 78. East northeast wind 3
to 6 mph
Saturday Night: Partly cloudy,
with a Vow around 59. Northeast
wind around 5 mph becoming calm
in the evening
Sunday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 79. Calm wind becoming
east around 5 mph.

St

•Murray man...
and Trigg were burglarized, 15
of which were in Calloway.
ness that was later determined to
Upon his arraignment in
have been stolen. Eventually,
the cases against Reed
February,
information accumulated about
consolidated.
Monday's
were
the alleged seller led to Reed's
was
deal
follows:
plea
as
arrest. A.few days later, then• (Calloway)Three charges
Calloway County Sheriff's
Deputy Danny Williams and of Reed being a convicted felon
then-Major Clayton Hendricks in possession of a firearm and
discovered a large collection of two charges of receiving stolen
what was later confirmed to be property, which was in the form
items taken during the spree of firearms. •
near a boat dock of an undis• (Calloway) Eleven charges
closed portion of Kentucky of burglary in the second degree
Lake.
with two other charges disCCSO went on to say that it
missed, two counts of criminal
believed the recovered items
mischief in the first degree,
were worth more than $13,000.
in posAuthorities estimated that, in being a convicted felon
firearm
10
a
of
and
session
all, about 20 residences in the
counties of Calloway, Marshall counts of theft by unlawful taking over $500.
Please support the...
• (Marshall) Two counts of
burglary in the first degree.
Reed also is named in a case
in Trigg County. Monday's
results will run concurrent with
that case.
The case of co-defendant
Ashley Houk of Murray is also
continuing in Calloway Circuit
Court.•

From Front

DEBBIE BATTEIGER / Ledger 8, limes
Clara Johnson help their moms
and
Johnson
Violet
Tompkins,
Caroline
Making an assembly line, from left, Norah Tompkins,
to help stuff the bags to
children
her
wanted
she
said
Johnson
Corrie
evening.
Monday
the
for
bags
homeless
canvas
stuff
learn about giving to others.

•Local churches, homeless...
From Front
of her congregation that gets
together to fill bags they can
keep in their car to give out.
"It's a ready-made bag you
can just hand out your window,"
she said. "I keep thinking 'that
could be me asking for help,'"
she said.
In a reusable canvas bag, the
group puts items such as toothpaste, toothbrushes, razors,
deodorant, soap, shampoo,
socks, snacks and a list of
resources in Murray.
A few of those resources
include Murray Need Line,
Soup for the Soul soup kitchen
and the Warming Center.
"Brushing your teeth or your
hair makes you feel human. The
cost of toiletries is high.What if

I had to choose between buying
toothpaste or Ramen noodles? A
lot of people have to make that
choice everyday," Johnson said.
At Murray First United
Methodist Church, a feeding
program called Community
Kitchen is hosted at its site.
According to co-chair Dana
Stonecipher, the program provides a free lunch every Sunday
from 12:30-1:30 p.m. (except
before
Sunday
the
Thanksgiving) at its Christian
Life Center.
Stonecipher said that other
churches, businesses and organizations sign up to sponsor a
meal in the church's kitchen,
which is regulated by the health
United
First
department.
Methodist provides the cooking

month.
utensils, plates and the drinks.
"We're not a soup kitchen, we
"It's a humbling experience
when you see the kids sitting don't feed you but we offer the
down to a meal. We don't check food for you to take," Lovett
if they're homeless, everyone is said.
welcome," she said. "Everyone
Goshen United Methodist is
is so appreciative. I've been
located at 4726 Kentucky 121
blessed to be a part of it."
North.
She said the church is always
According to data received by
looking for sponsors to feed the
Kentucky State Data Center,
the
30 to 35 people that attend. For
Homeless and Housing
hosting
the
on
more information
Kitchen, call Coalition of Kentucky reported
Community
Stonecipher at 270-753-0392.
13 homeless persons in
First United Methodist is Calloway County in 2014. Of
located at 503 Maple St., down- those 13, eight were,aged up,to
town Murray.
17.
Goshen United Methodist
To date in 2015, three homeChurch,for the last 10 years,has
persons have been counted
less
sponsored a food pantry.
County, all aged up
Calloway
in
said
Lovett
Jo
member
Church
the food pantry is open twice a to 25.•

II Park Board, final four...

ZAXBY'S.

Field 4. Both Fields 3 and 4 are
located inside Central at what is
Lovett has said previously that known as the four-plex.
hopes are for the board to have
"The agreement is similar to
its new director in place by the what we have with
Saputo,"
middle part of October, but that
Park Maintenance Director
may have to be pushed back
Steve Wilhelm; that agreement
some, especially if the person was
worth about $25,000, as
selected comes from a long diswas the agreement with CFSB
tance away.
that was publicly announced the
***
day before Brockman departed
One thing Brockman had
the Murray-Calloway job.
worked to make happen before
Wilhelm also had more posihe departed continues to thrive news about ball field renotive
pursuing corporate sponsorship
telling the board that a
vation,
ball
for the renovation of several
fields at both Central Park and private donor has committed
Chestnut Park. Monday, Lovett $1,000 for work on the Central
•
publicly announced that a third tee ball field.
"What this is doing is Make
corporate sponsor has come forward - The Murray Bank - to these fields (Americans with
provide financial backing for Disabilities Act)compliant,and,
the renovation of Field 6 at right now, we're looking good
to have a chance to have all of
Chestnut.
Lovett said Murray Bank offi- these fields covered at some
cials have joined in a signed point," Wilhelm added, noting
agreement for the renovation of that one of the main parts of
Field 6, which will join Fields 4 these projects will be concrete
and 3 at Central in having local work. "The one thing is we
businesses take this action. Field won't be able to get to some of
3 was picked up by the Saputo this work until the last week of
plant in Murray back in the October or the first week of
spring, while Community November (to allow fall ball to
Financial Services Bank took conclude). However, that gives
ownership of the project for us five months to get these fields

From Front

•

AORECIATION WEEK
Monday, September 21
Purchase any Most Popular Menu Item or Zalad and receive
a coupon for one free Most Popular Menu Item or Zalad
with the purchase of a Large Beverage.

Tuesday,September 22
All active EMTs, Firefighters, police and military receive 25% Off.
Must present props, ID or be in uniform to rot-slims discount.

Wednesday,September 23
FREE Large Beverage with the purchase of any
Most Popular Menu Item or Zalad.

I
1

ready for the next season in the
spring."
55*
"There will be Trail of Treats
this year!" exhorted board member Alice Rouse to all who
would listen Monday as she
sought to both get the word out
about the Halloween event
inside Central, as well as quell
some rumors that perhaps the
activity is not happening.
"It's going to happen! We are
having it this year."
Rouse said the event is scheduled for 5-8 p.m. Oct. 31 in
Central, where it was moved a
few years ago after outgrowing
the smaller Chestnut facility.
This event gives various groups
locally the chance to establish
booths for costumed children
and their families to collect
candy and other treats.
Last year's event attracted
between 4,000 and 5,000 people. In addition, prizes are at
stake for groups establishing
booths, which includes churches, nonprofits, schools and
many, many others.
For information about Trail of
Treats, call the park office at
270-762-0325.•

Thursday, September 24
FREE Cookie with any purchase.

Friday, September 25
FREE Nibbler coupon with any adult meal purchase.

Saturday, September 26
TitokiRST 50 guests to purchase an adult meal will receive a Zaxby's Fanatic Pock!
*oh 52 FREE Doak —1 each week for a year.*ALL guests will receive FREE cake
and a coupon for a FREE Zappetizec from 10:30 a.m. to 8 p.m., with the
purchase of a Most Popular Menu item, Sandwich Basket or Zalad.
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Photo prov ded
Recently Murray Elementary School first, second and third grade students attended a
"Cooking With Carrots," after school enrichment class. Pictured, from the left, are Willa Kate
Walker, Rider Combs, Canyon Borque, Brady Shields, Kandee Huston, (Hollis Borque, at
Murray Middle student who assisted), Nicholas, Bell, Mira Kinsley, Grierre Borque, Layla
Green, Eli Whitaker, Hannah Elmore, Gage Chapman, Phara Bourque, Sadie Franklin and
Maddie Cunningham.

Ledger 8 Times
p their moms
1 the bags to

Murray students 'Cooking with Carrots'
Teaching with technology

up kitchen, we
it we offer the
take,- Lovett

Photo provided
East Calloway Elementary students received Chromebooks as part of a recent instructional
device update. Students are learning how to log in to the devices, research and write on
Chromebooks. Currently, grades 3 through 5 students are completing fall MAP testing,
which helps teachers find students' individual areas of strength and areas that need additional instruction. Pictured clockwise from left, are Mackenzie Stone, Conner Kennedy, Lily
Clement and Kierstyn Alexander (back to camera).
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Calloway teacher nominated for award
Special to the Ledger
Calloway County High School Television
Production teacher Randy Herndon has been nominated for the 2015-2016 national LifeChanger of
the Year award.
Sponsored by the National Life Group
Foundation, the national LifeChanger of the Year
program recognizes and rewards the very best K12 public and private school educators and
employees across the United States who are making a difference in the lives of students by exemplifying excellence, positive influence and leadership.
Herndon was nominated by his spouse, Jill
Herndon.
""Randy is a life-changer in more ways than
one, but there is no doubt that he has been instrumental in changing lives in his classroom for more
than 25 years," said Jill Herndon. -Many students
have spoken about how Mr. Herndon had inspired
them to be better people. Mr. Herndon is a tireless
champion for his students,and wants each of them
to be a successful member of society."
Herndon worked for 13 years in the television
and radio industry before he was recruited to run a
high school cable television station and teach television production.
Each school year, the LifeChanger of the Year
program receives hundreds of nominations.
For 2015-2016 five additional awards will be
given, for a total of 15 winners. Winners will be
chosen by the selection committee to receive cash

awards that are split between the individual winner and their school. The national Grand Prize
award is $10,000. The top three winners are also
honored at a national awards ceremony.
Nominees must be full-time school employees.
Award winners are selected based on the following criteria: a proven ability to make a beneficial
difference in the lives of students. an ability to
positively add to the development of the school's
atmosphere; is involved in leadership activities at
the school and/or community level; a demonstrative record of excellent performance at the professional level; a commitment to producing a nurturing atmosphere; and dherence to high moral and
ethical standards
Winners will be announced in spring 2016.
One of the five new awards this year is the
"LifeChanger Spirit Award" which will be given
to the nominee whose community demonstrates
the most support for his or her nomination. For
example, support can be demonstrated through
positive comments on the nominee's profile page,
social media posts,. and school and community
recognition activities.
A resource page with ideas for how to celebrate
nominees can be found at http://lifechangeroftheyearnominees.comishowspirit/.
To view Herndon's LifeChanger of the Year
nominee profile, or to nominate someone from
your
school
community,
visit
www.LifeChangeroftheYear.com.•
Please support the...

Grant provides funding
for youth literacy program
Special to the Ledger
On Sept. 10, the Dollar
General Literacy Foundation
awarded Calloway County
Middle School in Murray a grant
in the amount of $2,000 to support its Improving Literacy with
Technology program.
The local grant is part of over
$ot million awarded today to
approximately 870 schools, nonprofits and organizations across
the across the 43 states Dollar
General serves. Since its inception in 1993, the Dollar General
Literacy Foundation has awarded more than $100 million in
grants to nonprofit organizations, helping more than six million individuals take their first
steps toward literacy or continued education.
"At Dollar General, our mission is serving others, and we
are committed to making a difference in people's lives through

the support of literacy initiatives
and educational programs in the
communities we call home,"
said Todd Vasos, Dollar
General's CEO.
"These grants fill a critical
need in our communities by providing a timely funding boost at
the beginning of the school year
for the enhancement of literacy
programs
These youth literacy grants are
awarded at the beginning of the
academic year in an effort to
give teachers, schools and
organizations a great start with
the funding and resources they
need for the upcoming school
year.
A complete list of grant recipients may be found online at
Grant
www.dgliteracy.org.
applications for adult, family.
summer and youth literacy
grants will be available in
January 2016.•
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above ground gardens located at
MES. Partnering with the
Murray
Calloway
Area
Technology woodworking class,
the students provided the wooden planks for the gardens.
MES students planted the
seedlings last spring and after
nurturing the garden throughout
the summer by MES students
the fall harvest was ready as students met and received a garden
lesson about all the produce that
has been in the garden including, cherry tomatoes, broccoli,
and carrots.
Kandee Houston, MES Food
Service
manager, assisted
Bourque and Purdom, and parent volunteer, Jen King, with the
"Cooking
With
Carrots,"

Venture and superv ised MES
students who worked inside the
kitchen to make Carrot Muffins
The Muffins were then placed
on the reception table to greed
the MISD All Class Reunion
Alumni returning for Frida‘
Night's Homecoming. Nlember.
of the WMHS TV 13 news team
were on hand to film for an
upcoming show for the WMHS
TV 13 Tiger Stripes nionthl
Tiger Stripes show.
The MISD is one of IS state
recipients for the grant, and the
only school awarded the grant in
the far west part of state. Of the
15 recipients, there are only five
recipients that are schools. The
Murray Art Guild is also a recipient. II
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United Way of
Murra -Callowa Count

TUDENT
9/96e WEEK
Linda Arakelyan
Iwo*,
Mu?

Murray
Peddlers Mall

BOOTHS
AVAILABLE
8x10$120/mo.
10x13$175/mo.
We take ONLY6%
ofsales!!
City Business License Required.

Call for more
information.

Linda Arakelyon so senkar at Murray High School. She is the doughty of Plaine Bodasyan and Scott Pkkens. Linda is a4.0 student that has a tremendous work ethic
She is also involved in track and soccer Lost year she won a state championship in track. While being a scholar and a student athlete has kept Linda busy, she is also a
young lady that has fought through adversity with tremendous grace and has been a role model for other students, her classmates, and teammates A couple of years
ago bodes mother was diagnosed with breast cancer and she hod to be a care givff to her and a baby sister offIlle continuing to maintain her academk status at school.
lust this school year. Linda was chagnosed with a cayernoma. A command or cavernous malformation is a vascular abnormality of the central nervous system which
required Win surgery to remain rtat LeBonheur Children's Hospital in Memphis, TN. Linda come through the surgery with mince complications and returned to Murray
High Schoola week early She continues to attend classes at Murray State while continuing to heal Linda is on amatrq person and is truly deserving of this honor
Mrs. Lonita Wilson
MHS Guidance Counselor

Brought to you by:

270-759-2106
"Ask about booth specials."
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Special to the Ledger
Recently Murray Elementary
School first, second and third
grade students attended a
"Cooking With Carrots,- after
school enrichment class.
Collaborated
with Phara
Bourque, Murray Independent
School District, parent volunteer, and Sherry Purdom, MISD
Community Education Director,
the after school cooking experience was created using the
MISD Commonwealth Garden
located at MES.
Last spring, a Commonwealth
Garden Grant award from Lady
Beshear's office to the Murray
Independent School District,
provided the district a grant that
included seedlings for the four

rs pert y.e0111

Murray 405 S. 12th St & 700 N. 12th St.
270.7535626
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Student at Murray State selected
for Kentucky legislative internship
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University student Ellen C. Adkisson was
selected by the Legislative
Research Commission(LRC)to
take part in the LRC Internship
2016
the
for
Program
Legislative Budget Session of
General
Kentucky
the
Assembly. Adkisson is currently
a junior at Murray State and is
majoring in political science in
the department of government,
law and international affairs
within the university's college
of humanities and fine arts.
Adkisson commented on her
selection by the LRC. "I am
thrilled to have been chosen as
Murray State University's student representative for the

Research
Legislative
Commission during the 2016
Kentucky General Assembly in
Frankfort," Adkisson said. "Not
only will this internship provide
me with practical, hands-on
experience for my studies in
political science, but it will also
provide a platform for me to
promote our exceptional university. As a student of Racer
Nation, I can attest to the high
quality of education that is provided by the faculty and staff of
Murray State and I look forward
to sharing my experience with
the leaders of our great commonwealth."
The 2016 program will run
from January through April
2016. It will include a two-day

c111th
,
to ;-"1.
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DATEBOOK
UDC to meet Wednesday

Rifle clinic to be held
Project Appleseed will be conducting a rifle
on Saturday and Sunday, Sept. 26 and 27,
clinic
Martha
Henry County Gun Club near Puryear,
the
at
Finney Andrus,
Tennessee. The fee for adults is $60 and $20 for
Community
youth under 18. For further information and
editor
registration, go to www.appleseedinfo.org or
call 270-753-7104.

Datebook

Benefit softball tournament planned
A softball tournament to benefit St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital will be Saturday, Sept. 26, with a 7:30 a.m. start time at
the Murray-Calloway County Park. Entry fee is $150 per team with
team format of 6/4 or 7/5 and a limit of 18 teams. There will be a
silent auction and concessions. For questions or to register a team,
call Tamara Bennett at 270-293-0720 or Corey Downey at 270227-3668.

Photo provided
MSU President Bob Davies is shown with Ellen C. Adkisson,
a MSU junior who has been chosen for an internship in the
Legislative Reseaich Commission program in Frankfort.
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FALL IS FOR

" PLANTING
*Chrysanthemums
*Sub Zero Pansies
*Ornamental Cabbage & Kale
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,
4 4414.
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Open Monday-Saturday 9-5 • Closed Sunday

orientation this November prior
to the convening of the 2016
General Assembly.
Only 20 students are selected
from among the state's public
and private universities to take
part
in
program.
the
Qualification requirements for
the internship included, but
were not limited tI5, having
attained a junior enrollment status by January 2016, obtaining
an overall grade point average
of 2-.8 or better on a four-point
—scale; and being active in campus- prograrnmin g
Students selected for the program will spend four months
working with LRC staff and
members of the General
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Kell Dix

The iN. Williams Chapter 805, United
Daughters of the Confederacy, will meet
Wednesday, Sept. 23, at 10 a.m. at Pagliai's.
Frances Spillman will present the program no
the "Battle of Paducah." For more information,
contact Brenda Call, president.

Bornlearning Academy scheduled

HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
(270) 753-1725
www.rollingh.com

Mlut rayI.i

Zip:
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Please mail a payment of $105* to:
Murray Ledger &Times
PO Box 1040 • Murray, KY 42071
For local carrier delivery and Calloway County mail only.

Assembly. According to the
LRC website, interns are trained
and treated like other employees
of the LRC and placed in areas
that best utilize their personal
interests and/or qualifications.
These areas include the legislative committee staff, the director's office, constituent services
and the public information
office of the LRC.
Murray State University
President Bob Davies explained
ition to working for
that
dkisson will alsok
the
n from time-to-ti&
cal
to assist him and his legislative
team when meeting with elected
officials in Frankfort.
"I am very excited that a
Murray State Racer will be
interning in the legislature
alongside our state's policymakers in the upcoming legislative
session. Ellen will do a fantastic
job and I look forward to working with her during the session
as I am meeting with legislators
advocating for our Murray State
priorities," Davies said.
Adkisson is a former 2012
high school graduate of Western
Hills High School in Frankfort.
While a student at Murray State.
Ellen has worked as a student
assistant in the University's
Registrar's Office and currently
works part-time at Mr. J's Grill
and Pub on campus. She is
involved in activities within her
academic department and the
Student
Government
Association.

Need Line
updates pantry
items needed

United Wa Bornlearning Academy will be held Thursday, Sept,
24, from 5:30-7 p.m. in the Murray Elementary School Library,
Come and learn how you can turn every day moments into teaching
moments. This program is for parents of children prenatal to 5
years-of-age. Free childcare will be available and dinner will be
served. To reserve your spot, contact Morgan Carman, FRYK
director, at 270-759-9592.
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Volunteers needed for clean-up in LBL
Volunteers are needed for a trail clean-up on Saturday, Sept. 26,
from 9 a.m, until 12:30 p.m., at Wrangler's Campground in Land
Between the Lakes National Recreation Area in celebration of
National Public Lands Day. Call <270-924-2007, email
volunteerWriendsoflbLorg or sign up at Wrangler's Campground.
Volunteers will need to bring their own water and snacks. Bug
spray, garbage bags,lunch and additional water will be provided by
Friends of Land Between the Lakes. Volunteers may bring horses,
mules and wagons, although they are not required. The Homeplace
1850s Farm admission fee will be free in honor of National Public
Lands Day.
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Humane Society seeks photos
The Humane Society of Calloway County invites everyone to
support animals in need by featuring their own pets in the Society's
full-color 2016 Pet Calendar. Twelve photos will be selected for
special "Pet of the Month" placement and every photo submitted
will appear on a date square somewhere on the calendar.
Photographs may be submitted by mailing digital photos or by
mailing or delivering photos to the Humane Society, P.O. Box 764,
Murray,KY 42071 or 607 Poplar Street. There is an entry form and
website
Society's
Humane
the
more
details on
www.ForThePets.org or call 270-759-1884. Photographs must be
in the Humane Society office by Wednesday, Sept. 30. All proceeds
support the programs of the Humane Society of Calloway County.
Calendars will be available at the Humane Society's Ba7aar and
Bake Sale on Nov. 7

4-H International Food Group to meet
The 4-H International Foods Group will meet Wednesday, Sept.
23, from 3:30-5 p.m. at West KY Mentoring. At each meeting,
youth will make dishes from a country,learn of the culture and language and enjoy pictures, music and games. Myrna Vazquez and
Kathy Tinunons are the leaders.

Line dance class to resume in October
There will be no line dance class on Wednesday, Sept. 23 and 30.
Class will resume on Wednesday, Oct. 6 from 5:30-7 p.m. at the
American Legion Hall, 310 Bee Creek Dr., off of North Fourth
Street. Call Donna at 731-445-0080 and leave name and number to
sign-up, email at cherokee38242@yahoo.com or show up for the
class. Class fee is $5 per week.

MWC general meeting scheduled
The Murray Woman's Club will hold a general meeting and salad
supper on Thursday, Sept. 24, at 6 p.m. Mayuree Chetawatee will
present a program on -From Thailand to Murray." Hostesses for the
salad supper will be the Sigma and Zeta departments.

Magazine Club to meet Thursday
The Murray Magazine Club will meet Thursday, Sept. 24, at 2
p.m. at Dumplins. The book-to-movie selection for September is
"Wild" by Cheryl Strayed.

Special to the Ledger
Need Line has issued an
updated request for items needed. They include peanut butter,
MES Efficiency Committee will meet
tuna, salmon, canned chicken,
Murray Elementary School will hold an Efficiency Committee
Spam, lunch meat, pork and
beans, canned pasta, fruit, eggs, meeting on Thursday, Sept. 24, at 3 p.m. at the school. All interestbread/buns, hot dogs, chicken, ed are encouraged to attend.
hamburger, pork, garden fresh
vegetables and farm fresh eggs.
Legion officers giving help
Personal hygiene items and
Bill Cowan and Mark Kennedy, service officers of American
cleaning supplies are extremely Legion Post No. 73, will be available each Wednesday from 1-4
low and needed are dish liquid, p.m. to assist veterans and their families
who need to file VA claims
toilet paper, deodorant, bar at 310 Bee Creek Drive. No
appointment is necessary and all are
soap, toothbrushes, women's served on a
first-come basis. For more information call, Kennedy at
razors, tampons, toothpaste,
270-752-3333.
ziplock plastic bags and
hotel/travel size shampoo,
Compassionate Friends to meet
lotions, soap. Large brown bags
The Compassionate Friends support group will meet Thursday,
and clear packing tape are also
24, at 7 p.m. in PDR 1 outside the cafeteria entrance at
Sept.
requested.
Need Line is a community and Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This support group meets for
church cooperative ministry. It the encouragement of bereaved parents who have lost children as a
is a non-profit social service result of accident, illness or tragedy, regardless of their child's age.
agency of Murray-Calloway For more information, call Hilda Bennett at 270-498-8324 or
County. Donations are tax Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 270-762-1274.
exempt.
Need Line is located at 509
American Legion Post 73 will meet
North Eighth Street and is open
American Legion Post #73 will meet Thursday,Sept. 24,at 7 Pin.
from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m., at the Legion
Veterans' Hall,310 Bee Creek. Food will be served at
Monday through Friday. Need
6:30 p.m. and the monthly business meeting will start at 7 p.m. All
Line is a United Way agency.
For more information, call 270- veterans are invited to attend. For questions, call Post Commander
Mike Nutter at 270-293-3642.
753-6333.1
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Kell Dixon
Kell Dixon, 92, of Murray, Kentucky died
Friday, Sept. 18, 2015 at Baptist Health in
Paducah, Kentucky.
He was born in Cornettsville, Kentucky on June
29, 1923 to Eddy Dixon and Vina Halcomb
Dixon.
He was a retired accountant, was of Jehovah
Winless faith and an Army veteran of WWII.
He was preceded in death by his parents; his
wife, Wanda Lee Miller Dixon, who died in April
2005; six brothers, Letch Dixon, Shade Dixon,
Dixon
Fred Dixon, Willie Dixon, Manon Dixon and
George Dixon; and two sisters, Alice Dixon and
Naomi Dixon.
Mr. Dixon is survived by one daughter,
Lisa Gayle Dixon McAllister and husband Scott
of Murray; one son, David Alan Dixon and wife
Sue of Wewahitchka, Florida; two sisters, Gladys
Creech of Wewahitchka and Alta Black of Indiana; one brother,
Spencer Dixon and wife Clara of Merrillville, Indiana; five grandchildren, Darrell Dixon,Jay Dixon, Donnie Dixon, Kyle McAllister
and Hannah Billington; and four great-grandchildren, Grant Dixon,
Avery Dixon, Claire Dixon and Wyatt Dixon.
Funeral services were Monday, Sept. 21, 2015 at 10 a.m. at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Eddie Forsythe officiating.
Burial followed in the Murray City Cemetery. Serving as active
pallbearers were Terry Billington, Darrell Dixon, Jay Dixon,
Donnie Dixon, Kyle McAllister and Scott McAllister. Visitation
was Sunday, Sept. 20,2015 from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
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Billy Joe Harding
Billy Joe Harding, 80, of Puryear, Tennessee,
died Saturday, Sept. 19, 2015, in Murray,
Kentucky.
He was born Feb. 17, 1935 to Utley Harding
and Ethel Simpson Harding.
He married Ethic Beatrice Harding on Sept. 8,
1970 and she died May 17,2008. He retired from
Holley Carburetor. He was a veteran of the U.S.
Air Force and a member of Bell City Baptist
Church, Farmington.
He was preceded in death by his parents; a stepHarding
son, Larry Austin Paschall; and brothers Albert
Franklin Harding, James Boyd Harding, Hugh
Harding and Robert Glen Harding.
Mr. Harding is survived by a daughter, Kathy
Harding Ligon and husband George of Murray;
two stepdaughters, Lisha Carol Paschall and
Patricia Ann Wilkerson, both of Jackson,
Tennessee; a grandchild, Kaylee Grace Wilson and husband Dustin;
one great-grandchild; stepgrandchildren, Misty Paschall, Justin
Wilkerson,Jamie Paschall and Christopher Wilkerson and four stepgreat-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be Tuesday, Sept. 22, 2015 at 11 a.m. at
Oak Grove Cemetery with Brett Miles officiating. Visitation was
Monday, Sept. 21,2015 from 5-8 p.m. at Ridgeway Funeral Home,
Paris, Tennessee.
Memorial contributions may be made to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Hospice, 803 Poplar Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, TenneiSee, is in charge of
arrangements.•

FUNERAL NOTICE
Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tennessee
Billy Joe Harding,80
Gra% eside service will be at 11 a.m., Tuesday, Sept. 22.2015 at
Oak Grove Cemetery.

MPD: Saturday wreck injures five
Staff Report
Murray police reported three injuries following a three-vehicle
crash Saturday at the intersection of U.S. 641 North and Max Hurt
Drive.
Murray Police Department Public Information Officer Sgt. David
Howe said in a release that Janice Kelley, 53, of Benton was driving a 2005 Chrysler Pacifica, while James Skinner, 61, of Aiken,
South Carolina was driving a 2007 Chevrolet Silverado and both
were stopped at the traffic light of the intersection southbound.
Lauren Magee, 18, of Murray was driving a 2012 Chrysler 200
south on 641 and struck Kelley's vehicle, which caused it to strike
Skinner's vehicle.
Ambulances took Kelley, Magee and Skinner to MurrayCalloway County Hospital. A passenger in Skinner's vehicle - Lisa
Skinner,57,of Aiken - and a juvenile passenger in Kelley's vehicle
also were taken to the hospital."'
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Wilson

Bobby E. Wilson, 85, of Murray, Kentucky,
died at 5:41 a.m., Sunday. Sept. 20, 2015 at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was born March 8, 1930,in Decatur, Illinois
to Jonas and Ada Sullivan Wilson, who preceded
him in death.
Mr. Wilson is survived by his wife, Sharon
Qualls Wilson of Murray; a daughter, Susan Hill
and husband Gail of Seymour, Tennessee; a son,
Bryan Wilson of Murray and two grandchildren.
Kristopher and Breana Hill, both of Seymour.
No public services are scheduled.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfu-

neralhome.com.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Report: More than 3,0 rape kits
were never tested across Kentucky
BY ADAM BEAM
Associated Press
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — More
than 3,000 rape kits across
Kentucky have never been tested,
with some languishing in evidence
lockers for more than 40 years
because of a lack of funding and
priority by law enforcement and
state officials, Democratic Auditor
Adam Edelen said Monday.
Rape Kits contain physical evidence hum victims collected in the
hours after a sexual assault. Testing
the kits can identify DNA and other
evidence that can help authorities
identify and prosecute suspects. Yet
a massive backlog of untested kits
exists across the country for various
reasons, with some estimates at
more than 4001)00 untested kits.
Kentucky is the 13th state to verify a definitive number of untested
rape kits. Backlogs range from a
high of 201)00 in Texas to 879 in
Connecticut. Two of Kentucky's
neighbors, Ohio and Tennessee,
have 10,134 and 91)62 untested
kits, respectively, according to the
national nonprofit organization End
the Backlog.
"It would be tragic if we missed
the human impact reflected in this
small box," Edelen said, holding up
a sample rape kit at a news conference as he released a report with the
statistics, and recommendations for
improvement. "What we've got to
make sure ... is that we have a system in Kentucky that makes it easier to pursue justice for perpetrators
and peace for victims."
Kentucky has 391 law enforcement agencies. Of those, 87 reported having a total of 1,859 untested
rape kits. The rest reside at the
forensics laboratory run by the
Kentucky State Police.
The Louisville Metro Police
Department had the most untested

kits, with 1320. Of those,923 were
still in the department's custody,
some dating as far back as 1970.
Edelen's report found the department has had trouble keeping track
of the kits since Jefferson County
and the City of Louisville merged in
2003, but said the department is
making strides to correct the problem.
The report blamed most of the
backlog on the Kentucky State
Police's forensics laboratory. It took
the lab an average of eight months
to test one kit last year, adding the
delay is more like 12 months to 14
months this year. The state police
blamed the backlog on staffing
issues, saying it is difficult to find
lab technicians willing to work for a
starting salary of $321)00 a year
when the national average for similar positions is $52,000.
But Edelen criticized the state
police for not making kit testing a
priority, and said they have not
asked the legislature for more
money to address the problem or
sought to increase the salaries of its
workers. Still, he called the problem
a "crisis of resources" and called on
the state legislature to give the
crime lab an extra $3 million to $5
million in next year's budget to
address the backlog, with another
$2 million every year after that.
He also called on the state legislature to pass laws and for police
departments to update their policies
requiring strict timelines for the
testing of rape kits. Several states,
including California and Illinois,
have passed laws requiring rape kits
to be tested within a certain time
frame. California's law, which went
into effect in January, requires all
kits to be tested within 120 days.
Illinois has a deadline of six
months. San Francisco requires its
rape kits lobe tested within 14 days.

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

FUN TIMES: Murray State University President Dr. Bob Davies exchanges a high five with one of the 250-plus musicians
who comprise of the Murray State University Racer Band Saturday night after the band performed its customary exhibition
show as the host of the 40th annual Festival of Champions high school marching band contest at Roy Stewart Stadium. The
Racer Band will offer its talents this Saturday as part of MSU's football contest with Tennessee Tech.

Hawaii man bit by shark swims to shore, posts video online
the shaky video posted to Instagram.
The footage pans down the man's
body to a gaping gash in the middle
of his left leg.
"Love you, brah," a friend standing
near him says. "Love you too, brah,"
Rocha replies before the clip ends.
A tiger shark believed to be 13 feet
long bit Rocha's leg Sunday as he
spearfished off the northern tip of the
Big Island,officials said. He swam to
shore after the attack, and his fishing
companion called 911, the state

By CALEB JONES
Associated Press
HONOLULU (AP) — A Hawaii
spear fisherman who was bit in the
leg by a tiger shark off the coast of the
Big Island swam to shore and then
filmed a video of his deep wound as
he was being carried away on a gurney.
"I just got attacked by a tiger
shark," an exasperated Braxton
Rocha,27,of Kapaau.Hawaii,said in

Department of Land and Natural
Resources said in a press release.
Rocha was flown by helicopter to a
hospital for surgery. His condition
was not immediately known.
State officials said they did not
close beaches because the attack happened in a remote area off Upolu
Point. It had rained heavily, and they
warned people not to go into the

ocean afterward because murky
water can attract sharks.
The attack marked the fourth shark
injury in Hawaii in 2015,all of which
occurred in turbid waters. Only one
of those encounters was fatal. A
woman died farm her injuries off the
coast of Maui in April when an
unknown species of shark bit her
while snorkeling.•
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Legal
Notice

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
Pursuant to KRS 132.027, as enacted by the Kentucky General Assembly
Extraordinary Session of 1979, the City of Murray, Kentucky, will hold a Public
hearing on October 8, 2015, at 6:30 p.m., in the Council Chambers, City Hall
Building, 104 N. 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky to hear comments from the public
regarding proposed 2015 tax rates on real and tangible property.
As required by state law, this notice includes the following information:

Advertisers are requested to check the first
insertion of their ads for any error. Murray
Ledger & Times will be responsible for only
one incorrect insertion. Any error should be
reported immediately so corrections can be
made.

Revenue
Expected

Tax Rate Per $100
Assessed Valuation

DEADLINES

$0.4260

$3,341,848

(2) Real Tax Rate Proposed for Current
Year and Expected Revenue

$0.4260

$3,423,037

(3) Compensating Tax Rate and
Expected Revenue

$0.4206

$3,341,299

(4) Revenue Expected from New
Property

$0.4260

$38,653

(5) Revenue Expected from Tangible
Property

$04260

$391,430

Monday
Smart Saw
Tuesday
Itietiesday
Thursday
Fridff
Saturday

The City of Murray proposes to exceed the compensating tax rate
by levying a tax rate of $0.4260 which will be spent in the Public
Safety and Public Works Departments of City government.
The Kentucky General Assembly has required publication of this
advertisement and the information contained herein.
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

ASPHALT labors/opereters needed. 270-7590501.
BRICK laborers needed. Must have transportation and drivers
license. 270-489-2790,
'leave message.
EXPERIENCED brick
layers and laborers
needed in Paducah,
KY. Good pay, steady
work. Please call 270331-0706
Hiring immediately irrigation laborers and
service. Pay dependent on experience. To
valiantirrigaapply:
tion.corn/emplotment.
KY Lake Oil Company
is seeking to fill a convenience store manager position in the
Mayfield/Murray area.
Salary
Competitive
plus benefits. Flexible
hours, ability to multitask and supervise
people are required.
Send Resume to: 620
4th
Street,
South
Murray.
LAWN tech needed
Call 270-978-7157
TAKING applications
for equipment operator/
CCL driver. Apply at
2033 Outland School
RD. Murray, KY.
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Help Wanted

Murray CPA firm has an opening for a
Staff Accountant with a minimum of
two years tax season experience.
t
A CPA license is prefe
• requi
Applicant must pqmistiexcellent
communication skills be proficient in all
Microsoft office products and work well
both individually and in a group.

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Lodger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (2701 753-1916

For online subscriptions go to:
murrayiedger.com

FOR Sale
-Small portable charger-$15
-Soda Stream with
can.ster-$85
-George Foreman
Grill-$25
-Electric icecream
maker-$25
-Small Toaster Oven$20
Call after 5pm or text
anytime if interested,
Prices firm. 270-2278721

Please send resumes to:
P.O. Box 1040 M
Murray, KY 42071

APlances

ABBCO Service Corporation, a national

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

contract cleaning company, is hiring part

time GENERAL CLEANERS for industrial
plants in the Murray, KY area. General
cleaners exp. is pref. Evening shift is
M-F. Weekend shift is Sat-Sun for 4
and fill-in during the week as needed.
Must pass all required background
checks, including E-Verify. 1-800-2463221 x511 leave name and number.

SBG Real Property Professionals, LLC
is seeking a hard-working, dedicated, and
high-integrity individual to serve as our

, 605 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver. $40
Take home today!
180
Law &Garden

Maintenance and Landscaping
Technician.
Responsibilities will include general
maintenance, repairs, remodeling, light
construction work, yard maintenance,
mowing, landscaping, and general property
upkeep. Qualifying experience and skill-set
are required. Employment is considered to
be full-time with benefits including health
insurance, paid vacation, and sick time; compensation will be competitive based on qualifications and work experience. Individuals
may apply at our office located at
1105 State Route 121 N, Murray, KY 42071
during regular business hours.
Any questions or resumes may be
submitted to rstanger@sbqproperty.com.

Home Delivery
Local Mail
(Caltaway)
3 ine.
6 mo..--...-.455.00 3 mo.---..$30.00
6 mo.
1 yr...-----$105.00 1 yr.
.-.$105.00

Check

Help Wanted

Ikon. 9 a.m.
Mott 12 p.m.
Tue. lp.m.
Vied. 12 p.m.
Dv.12 p.m.
150

060

060

060

020

Fn. 10 a.m.

060
/Warded
NEEDED full-time dishwasher/preper.
Experience helpful, but
not required. Apply in
person, no phone calls.
Apply at the Blue and
White Grill, 318 Main
St. Hazel, KY.
SEEKING Loan Officer
Candidate
Trainee.
must be motivated,
good customer service
skills, organized and
able to prioritize workload, have strong leadership skills and working relationships. Prior
expenence a plus but
necessarily
not
Send
required.
Resume to:
1040L
Box
P.O.
Murray, KY 42071

rown dyed/Double-grou
Convenient in town location!
Hours:Tues-Fn 8-4, Sat8-12
51"4.
Land
280
Morale Homes For Rent
MOBILE home for rent
$450/month
270-293-6116
MOBILE homes for
rent. Apply at Riviera
Courts.
320
Apartments For Rent

140
Want to Buy

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633

150
Articles
For Sale

BALDWIN Organ cabrnet. Fun machine, 14
rhythms,
assorted
metal work bench with
wood top, wood (walnut), sewing chair, walnut end table, oak
entertainment center,
TV, books, etc. Can be
seen by appt. only.
270-753-5128.

deck the
Murra9 Ledger S. Times
for all 9our updates!

s
.•••••

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposit
required.
270-753-4109.
28R, 1 1/2BA Duplex
for lease in Puryear,
appliances furnished
including washer/dryer,
lawn care. No smoking,
No Pets, References
Required, $675.00 a
$675.00
month,
deposit. Call
731-247-5422
2BR, 1BA duplex.
270-753-0259

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753.-8556
1505 Duiguid Drive
TDD 1-80•445-183.3 ext 283
Ting mstetuann is on eon:6
opportswey provides
Oltri roclovr,

vrSA

AIYour
Irst
Dirt

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
0
119

wt
Swat

Eyecare Specialties

Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, batteries, and all aluminum

HOME
cleaning.
prices. A
weekend
cleanings
for a qu
0055

308 S. 12th
Murray
*Eyeglasses
759-2500
*Contacts
*Eye asease
murrayeyecare.com

Dr. Kevin Adams

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

S.J.I p
nance.
man wo
outdoor.
scat:king.
down a
how big
we clean
pressure
and driv
licensed
270-705

RLD

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray

Residential & Commercial

iii Preceding Year Real Tax Rate
and Revenue Produced

1416
Pt/
MCA
&TR

hawsAbisin

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

liainge

Thank you for your business!

soki•Asoggioen

*OW=

Dean E Cherry Managing Director-270-978-9946
•
• .=••• • ..... • S•
.
. .

YOURAD CAN BE
HERE
CALL NICKI
270-753-1916

i

SMALL
pressure
roofing,
painting
labor. No
270-227-

- Call NICKI PEACH
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!
320
Apartments For Rent
DUPLEX for rent,
2BR all applances
included. Please call
270- 767-9948
Or
270-293-9474
DUPLEX FOR RENTCardinal Drive in city. 2
BR/lBath, Full appliances including stove,
fridge, W/D, AC units.
Water/Sewer/Trash
included. Front and
back yard, Big Kitchen.
lease
Annual
$565/month. 270-9782589.
Bedroom,
LARGE
IBA, up stairs, apartment for lease in
puryear. Appliances
including
furnished,
lawn
washer/dryer,
care. No smoking, No
References
pets,
Required, $425.00 a
$425.00
month
deposit. Call 731-2475422
NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
270-492included.
8211

360
Rentals
A8F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
.We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Hours:
Mon, - Fn
8:00-4:00
Saturday,
8:00-12:00

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Center of 121

& Glendale.

IOXIO's & 10s15's
(270)436-2524

sat_ Stertigo,
bedroom
2
NICE
Duplex, appliances NO
pets, 1yr lease. 270227-7414
Nice, Large, Duplex.
29R, 1.5BA, large utility, with W/D, garage,
$725/mo. $725/dep.
Lynn Grove 270-2271743

l Prop. For Rent
interical
C[ oP
l

S. 4th St &
Sunbury Cir.
Multiple Sfift4, Ugh
every unit,SAW
Ong. rtswiY

410
Public Sale

Retail or Office
Space
109-B N. 3rd Street
1,100 SQ. FT
(Formerly The Red
Bug-retail shop)

460
Homes For Sale

,

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

270-753-8964
470
lhotorcycles & ATY's '
3,700 square foot cornmericial building for
rent. $1,600 a month.
South 4th st. Murray,
KY. 270-759-4979 or
270-293-0251

2013 Polaris
ATV
Sportsman 500 HO. 67
miles on the odometer,
11.7 hours of usage,
with accessories. Like
new condition. $4,900.
270-206-1996
380
2005 HD Heritage softtail. Excellent condiObedience. tion. $9,000 or take
DOG
wwvv.glendhenmere.co over payments if you
270)436-2858. qualify. 270-978-5593
480
Auto Parts

IX2
CONSISTENCY
AD.
HOLLAND
ONLY $100.00 MOTOR SALE
PER MONTH.
We Finance
CALL
,iandrnotorsales corn
CLASSIFIED
270-753-4461
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(270) 753-ISIS.

USED TIRES
14, 15. 16 inch

•

r-

Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

2.6 Acres Lake Fron
on Cyrpress Creek.
510
4BR, 2BA with Ful
Basement Like New
Condition. Stock 2 5
Car Garage. Carport.
2002 Manaco 40ft.
&
Driveways
All
Diesel. 270-436-5454
Paved.
Walkways
or 270-227-1275
$439,900
270-2934602

NOW LEASING
AUSTIN Auction
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
Service
We accept Section
All types Auction
8 vouchers.
Benton, KY
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
270-705-4859
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
41 '.1;1,111, -----=
-:11
.PiiirIt i
i
174r1;11,J 1r rA:'=611
.
=
- IL `'_.4I A a .-1.1
•-•_4(
it, A 11. ,- imill.
limi,:*: Iii.. 6.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
( ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION)
Equal Housing
Opportunity
Saturday, October 3rd, At 10:00 A.M.
Mrs. Aleen Ford Property - Near Dexter, KY
TDD•711
From Murray Take Hwy 641 North 7 Miles To Hwy 1346, Proceed East, Cross Hwy
340
1824 And Continue East 1.6 Miles To Brooks Chapel Road, Turn Right Proceed
Houses For Rent
South 1 Mile To The Property....Or From Hardin Take Hwy 641 South 1.5 Miles To
Hwy 1346. Proceed East Cross Hwy 1824 And Continue East 1.6 Miles To Brooks
Chapel Road. Turn Right Proceed I Mile To The Property _Signs Posted,
2BR IBA. $550/month
6 Mlles North Of Hwy 80-641 - 8 Mlles Northeast Of Murray
and deposit. 270-978Brooks Chapel Community- Near 3053 Brooks Chapel Road, Dexter, KY
0742
Calloway County, Kezentucky
3BR 1BA near universiyr- 41--s.
li -- ....1r.
e
ty. Applinces including
Washer and Dryer. No
$575/month.
lease,
References required.
270-753-3949
38R furnished lake
home. No pets.
References required.
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
Very nice 3BR home.
Appliances and carpets.
No
port.
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898
Need help
selling your house?
We can get the word
outl
753-1916

MEIC ArIlkoc
In 3 Tracts And In Combinations

A Fine Little; Alkyd' Powiressl Good Ifonaositess - Woods - FeellatiNd
Selling With A New Certified Survey!!

Tract 1 - 10.76 Acres Tract 2 - 8.83 Acres
Treat 3 - 8.30 Acres • BLIT A TRACT OR ALL THREE!
se.<111rierwaisesaramemass

-icemen For riestaollst >

110% Down Day Of Auction, Balance In 30 Days - No Bow's Promising]

...JAMES R. CASH
& REAL ESTATE
BROKER
FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466
// 1E :5E I_ I IN ; MACHINE

'?'E AUCTIONEER

”C i
H A

CHECK BACK ON
THURSDAY'S FOR MOREGREAT AUCTION ADS!

1111/014.•

li C
j

800

:er & Times
Murray

CLASSIFIEDS

Ledger & Times

Hill Appliance
Repair

LOVING nanny with
cheerful disposition
Looking for special
family
who
needs
someone to care for
their children Infants
through
elementary
B S in music Excellent
references 731-9248211

Serving
West Kentucky

111/TCHELL
BROS.
PAV/NG

Jason Hill
(270)226-0194
Service ea all
major brands

Mewed &lamed

VISA
SeIgnintir

DRY
alties
308 S. 12th
Murray
759-2500
yecare.com

78-9946

1111

I

L k•newThwiored com

LANDSCAPING'
MULCHING
LEAF REMOVAL

GARY W. DICK

ELECTRIC
Licensed &
Insured

6

-

Sand. & wen
C270291-414416

•Preseure Washing
on Repairs

HOME
and
Office
cleaning. Reasonable
prices. Availability for
weekend and evening
cleanings. Call today
for a quote 270-2270055

Gary 274-227-0420

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

753-9562

Zech 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
ALShiagiss±faThide

270-193-415h

2
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation
Well Drilling
Well Pump Service
Residential if
Agricultural

DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or
small.Handyman services as well. Free estimates. Call Logan at
270-293-0404.

ImIssIdol/CsoNsrelonsslimell
James E.SaINNIste
WWW.GECMURRAY.00M

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

kuOse•trime
• Landscape design & maintenance
• Lawn care(mow,trim and leaf removal)
• Cleanup & outdoor projects

(270)489-2839

24/7Surveil***•Electricity
Now Have 80 allasete Control

812 Whlisel

270-293-3406

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations

•Insuned •Sr. Diamunt
*ivy Estimate*
Wernaer Of*vas List

• Murray Store & Lodi- 1611 N. 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St
Lights, Electricity, and 24R Surveillance

1X1
CONSISTENCY
AO.
ONLY 175.00
Mt NORTE.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADMITISUIS
FOR WHOM
(170) 753-1918.

270-753-2905
lx1 $75 per month
1x1.5 $85 per month
2x2 $300 per month
2x3 $350 per month
753-1916

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

All sizes availed*, call today
to reserve your storage unit

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wodnosday, Sept. 23, 2015:
This year you will take a hard look at what doesn't work in your life.
You have to tweak and make what you want work through an adjustment. You need to rid your life of what is holding you back. In the
next 12 months, you will want and need more personal time to reflect
on what you want. If you are single, use caution with people you
meet. Make sure that anyone you choose to date is on the up-andup. If you are attached, the two of you might be out of sync at times.
Spend more quality time with your significant other, even if you do
not see eye to eye. AQUARIUS is a wonderful friend to you.

•

13
Polaris
500 HO. 67
le odometer,
S of usage,
ssories. Like
tion. $4,900.
996

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4.
Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** In the next few weeks, others might challenge you more
often. Know that you will need to make an adjustment. This trend
begins today; however, as a result of your playful, innovative person-

ieritage softtient condi130 or take
ients if you
3-978-5593

o Parts

LAND
SALE

'fiance

US yeup Cave* rel Recipe le be reeltmed IN euR
Send completed card above or your own card to:

16 inch
g at S20
nted
No

LEDGER
&TIMES

purchase

slece.ssar

Limo 2
recipes
P(Ir Person.

PO Box 1040, Murray,KY 42071
Or email your r

yledger.com

•

naco 40ft
'0-436-5454
-1275

800.599.8621 I www.peelholland.com
1712 Hwy. 121 North, Suite C

r. KY
Cross Hwy
St Proceed
13 Mies To
To Brooks

You

ibottwers;Pbs for our‘Scene

the Commtarny" page,please Include the event;
date,pbre,organisation or group,as wen as
name of everyone in the photograph.Only a
number of photographs will appear because
space.There is no guarantee a submission win be
Imblithed.No photo over 2 months old will be
accepted.

ty

raced
tyt.f
1cres
rlfREEI
iIIm >,

if you've re it we can start It'

Drywall, Painting
Pie, Flooring. Decks

(270)759-0890

-7872

ON
A.M.

6

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

*Trimming

*Insured

96
_4

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

•Firewood

18

Gallinnore Electrical Contractors, LLC

Id Estates

Wirt

1

LQ5SKOCICIS

*Removal

,

97

Ilt%\

II Property
ssionals

3-5606

72

www.hillelectric.corn

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

Over 28 Years
Experience

•Stump Grinding

6859 1 7 432
3 1 4 28 5 7 9 8
2 9,7 8 3 4 1 5 8
5 7 1 34 6 2 8 9
9 4 6 12 8 5 7 3
8 2 3 5 7 9 8,1 4
4 3 9 7 8 1 82 5
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1 58 4 9 2 36 7
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W 2-4
1 homes in
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3
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s For Sale

cies & ATYs

5

& DEBRIS REMOVAL

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

•

3
87

35 ,

270-293-3248

iHill Electric

•Hendymen Services
•Yani Work

SMALL home repairs,
pressure
washing,
roofing,
carpentry,
painting and general
labor. No job too small.
270-227-9484

LAWN SERVICE

SUDOKU

Suats a I rkenbar-psacIng penis Owed on a Ise grld weri
several given numbers The mod is to pine ess natio 1 to
9 n the empty puree so Mat each low, sach mann and seen
313 boat ooriame ins seme number only or. Ths dillourry mei
or rie Concepes Sudoku MOONS hom Monday to Sunday

3

(270)759-0501

S.J.I property maintenance. Light handy
man work, indoor or
outdoor. Will do landscaping. Will never turn
down a job no matter
how big or small! Plus
we clean gutters and
pressure wash homes
and driveways. We are
licensed and insured.
270-705-8427

•
CLEANTLIT

YEARRY'S Tree ana
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

•`-',eal crating &

PHU.SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
TRUCKING
AI Year Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt,
White Reck,

r--•-

COMPLETE CARE
• PROPERTIES, LLC ;
I MOWING SERVICE 1
BRUSH CLEAN-UP •
• TRACTOR WORK
-Bush hog, *wormy grade I
•
270-978-4135

Tuesday, September n,21115•7

World-class in
your hometown.

hafnium!

DIGITAL PHOTOS:Submit in a JPEG
format to composingemurrayledger.com
PRD1T PHOTOS:
May be dropped off at the
Ledger & Times office at
1001 Whitnell Ave.,

ality emerging, not much will bother you. Tonight: Find a friend and
make plans.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You'll continue focusing on getting a project done. What you
are likely to find is that, in certain areas, you will need to assume
total responsibility in order to have the details work out as you would
like. A family member could need some of your time. Tonight: Order
in.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** One-on-one relating will take you to a new level of understanding with a loved one. Your imagination could be stimulated by
what occurs; how you direct this energy is your call. You'll make your
interactions more interesting. Tonight: Visit over dinner.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Deferring to others will make your life easier, but at a certain
point, you will want to become more involved than you have been.
You might feel pressured by an outside connection, but you must
focus on a personal matter. Tonight: Make time for a one-on-one
chat.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Understanding evolves to a new level with a fnend or loved
one. Return calls, and don't hesitate to speak your mind. You have
the ability to get past problems with unusual ease, so much so that
you might not even notice a bump in the road. Tonight: In the limelight.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Be aware of the costs of going along with a friend's idea. You
could feel pressured by your family or immediate circle to join them
instead. Understand that you'll need to sort through your plans with
your friend before reaching a decision. Tonight: Time for some exercise.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You feel energized arid able to connect with others in a
more direct manner. A friend might push you hard to get what he or
she wants. Allow your ingenuity to emerge, and you are likely to find
a solution. Encourage more spontaneity in your life. Tonight: Flirt the
night away!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Stay close to home, knowing that you have a lot to think about.
You might feel a bit too restricted financially. You could opt to spend
some quiet time at home, where you feel you can relax and consider your options more carefully. Tonight: Have a favorite meal.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Friends might be more instrumental than you realize as
they seem to guide your plans and directions. You would see a
friendship develop into a lot more if you relax about what is happening. Make calls and be responsive to others. Tonight: Hang out.
CAPRICORN (Doc. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Be aware of what a demand will cost you both emotionally and
financially. You might try to take shortcuts, but that could drain you
financially. Curb a possessiveness that emerges. Try to root out the
cause, so you can heal this vulnerability. Tonight: Treat a friend to
dinner.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You have a lot of different feelings to deal with. You could be
taken aback by a friend and what he or she decides to share. Youi
recognize how hurt this person might be. A loved one seeks you out.
There is no way you can avoid this person. Tonight: As you like it.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You might be more vulnerable than you realize. Your judgment
could be off, no matter how you look at a personal matter. Try to
postpone any decision- making until tomorrow or later. Recognize

that you seem to be out of sorts. Tonight: Not to be found.

Peelf4.9Holland
°
i•sur an,• Rick Consulttlx• F.n100••••• Pe rw.R7a9, ,p;

BORN TODAY
Singer/songwriter Ray Charles (1930), musician Bruce Springsteien
(1949), saxophonist John Coltrane (1926)
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Pictured is Murray High goalkeeper Todd Buck as he cradles the
ball as Calloway County's Chris
Fike tries to make a play during
Second District boys' soccer showdown at the Jim Nix Soccer
Complex. Tiger players Nathan
Crafton and Will Pitman look on
during the match that ended in a 3-3
tie
Murray High forward Amy
and Calloway Cotity
Futrell
defender Lisa Hester are shown
chasing the ball during Second
District girls' matchup at the Jim
Nix Soccer Complex. The Lady
Lakers won the match 2-1.
Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray, is
the recipient of the Kentucky
School
of
Association
Honorary
Administrators'
Membership Award, presented by
KASA President Eleanor Mills of
Murray Independent Schools.
New officers elected for the
Calloway County Genealogical
Society are Shirley Brown, Barbara
Moore, Susan O'Neill and Ruth
Cole.
Pictured are Nancy Buchanan and
Coleen Anderson of Woodrnen of
the World, who spoke about the
Hurricane Katrina evacuees located
at Camp W.O.W. at a meeting of the
Kiwanis Club of Murray.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County authorities
seized 23 marijuana plants from a
Coldwater farm early this morning.
Plans for a 130-unit retirement
complex have met with approval
from the elders of Glendale Road
Church of Christ. The Glendale
Church is not sponsoring the project
but a non-profit corporation consisting of Glendale leaders and members will be formed.
Pictured are Murray Middle
School eighth graders Jennifer King
and Emily Vance as they look for
animals as an indicator of water
quality at Bee Creek.
Pictured are Murray firefighters
using the Jaws of Life to extract a
victim from an accident involving
four cars off of Highway 94 and

Woman in toxic relationship
will need cousin's support

Johnny Robertson Road. Kathy
Irwin, Deborah Goad and Kelly
Goad were injured in the accident.
Ken Bazzell, daughter of Dick
and Dana Bazzell of Murray and a
senior at Murray High School has
been selected as Calloway County's
Junior Miss.
Thirty years ago
Murray is ranked as the 21st
largest city in Kentucky, but if
growth continues as a University of
Louisville Population Studies
Program indicates, that ranking
could increase.
A fall edition of the "Super
Saturdays" program for gifted and
talented elementary and middle
school students will be conducted at
Murray State University on four
consecutive Saturdays in October
and November.
Kathy Jo Stubblefield of Murray
will be at the North American
International Livestock Exposition
to compete in the dairy division.
Lowell Outland of Fourth Street,
Murray,is pictured holding a par of
hefty potatoes he grew in his garden. One spud tipped the scale at
3.5 pounds and the other weighed in
at 3 pounds.
Forty years ago
Calloway County residents contributed $6,023 to the Heart Drive
according to Mrs. Willard Alls,
county' chairman.
The Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club has as its
project for the year,-Blind Corners
in Murray," with Mrs. Arlie Scott,
Mrs. A.L. Hough and Mrs. Gene
Bailey on the committee.
Fifty years ago
Mary Robbins, daughter of Mrs.
Ray Robbins and Eddie West, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Ed West, both of
Murray High School, have been
named semi-finalists in the Merit
Scholarship competition.
Sixty years ago
The actual construction of the
swimming pool at Murray Country
Club started Sept. 19 with Robert
Etherton as chairman of the committee. Construction on the golf
course is continuing.

DEAR ABBY: I have a very
close cousin (and friend) who is
in a toxic relationship with a man
who breaks up with her repeatedly, manipulates and abuses her
emotionally, and probably cheats.
It has made me sad to see her
go through the same pattern with
him for so many years.
They were
supposed to
be
married
soon, but are
has ng
the
same problems again.
She's unsure
what steps to
even
take,
though family and friends
are advising
her
against
By Abigail
marrying him.
Van Buren
I don't support the idea either, but I don't
want to create a rift with my cousin.
If the wedding takes place, can
I decline to be part of the wedding party? Is there anything I
can do to make her "see the
light"? It's hard to watch a good
person go through this. I know
it's her choice, but it's wearing
on our relationship as well. -- CONIN
CERNED
COUSIN
WYOMING
DEAR COUSIN: Have you
been asked to be in the wedding
party? If it hasn't happened yet,
you may be putting the cart before
the horse.
Because you haven't been able
to get your cousin to see the light
before this, I doubt anything you
can say will accomplish it now
because love is blind and often
deaf. This doesn't mean you shouldn't tell her you think she deserves
better than what she's getting, and
that it pains you to see her hurt
the way she has been. However,
at the same time, let her know
that whatever she decides, you
love and support her and will be
there for her, because if he actu-

became the fourth wife of England's King Henry VIII, was born
in Dusseldorf.
In 1776, during the Revolutionary War, Capt. Nathan Hale,
21, was hanged as a spy by the
British in New York.
In 1862, President Abraham
Lincoln issued the preliminary
- Emancipation Proclamation,declaring all slaves in rebel states should
be free as of January I. 1863.
In 1911, pitcher Cy Young, 44,
gained his 511th and final career
victory as he hurled a 1-0 shutout
for the Boston Rustlers against

the Pittsburgh Pirates at Forbes
Field.
In 1927, Gene Tunney successfully defended his heavyweight
boxing title against Jack Dempsey
in the famous long-count' fight
in Chicago.
In 1949, the Soviet Union
exploded its first atomic bomb.
Itt 1950, Omar N. Bradley was
promoted to the rank of five-star
general, joining an elite group that
included Dwight D. Eisenhower,
Douglas MacArthur, George C.
Marshall and Henry H. "Hap"
Arnold.

Dear Abby

ally marries her -- which he may
not -- shes going to need it
NO00

DEAR ABBY: I recently started a new job, and the past three
months have been wonderful! One
co-worker in particular has contributed to that. He's a tall, handsome man with a great personality. We get along wonderfully,
socialize outside of work, and we
flirt ... a lot. We have bnefly
talked about being friends with benefits, but I'm not sure how I feel
about it. I have never been FWB
with anyone before. and I am
very nervous about the possible
downside.
I am very attracted to this coworker, but I also consider him
a great friend who could potentially someday be even more than
a friend. I am scared that being
FWBs would ruin our friendship
and any possible future we may
have. Should I accept being an
FWB and enjoy it while it lasts,
or decline and explain to him
why? -- FRIENDS WITHOUT
BENEFITS IN VIRGINIA
DEAR FRIENDS: If I were
you, I'd enjoy the flirtation for
as long as it lasts and pass on
being his FWB.
While "friends with benefits"
may seem enticing, what it really stands for is "sex without commitment or responsibility," and in
the majority of instances it leads
to -- nothing. Couple that with
the fact that if you do, and someone else attracts his attention, you
will not only have to cope with
hurt feelings, but also the embarrassment of still having to work
with him. So start thinking with
your head, and don't do anything
you might later regret.
••••••

TO MY JEWISH READERS:
Tonight at sundown, Yom Kippur, the holiest day of the Jewish calendar, begins. It's a day
of fasting, reflection, prayer and
repentance. To all of you, may
your fast be an easy one.

By the Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, September
22, the 265th day of 2015. There
are 100 days left in the year. The
Jewish Day of Atonement, Yom
Kippur. begins at sunset.
Today's Highlight in History:
On September 22, 1975, Sara
Jane Moore attempted to shoot
President Gerald R. Ford outside
a San Francisco hotel, but missed.
t Moore served 32 years in prison
'before being paroled on Decem:ber 31, 2007.)
On this date:
In 1515, Anne of Cleves, who
Et.44 IES
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DIO YOU REMEMBER TO PICK
LP SOME ONIONS
ON YOUR WAY
DIDN'T YOU
HOME?
ASK ME TO
LEFT
I
WHEN
FOR WORK
' THIS
MORNING?

...AND DIDN'T YOU
CALL ME AT WORK
TO -"REMIND

.YES) ri SEE/ THERE'S THE
PROBLEM..YOU DIDN'T
ss
CALL TO
REMIND ME
WHEN I WAS
LEAVING
WORK

DEAR DOCTOR K: Heart disease runs in my family. Should I
eat fish, Of take fish Oil supplements?
DEAR READER: Eating fish
regularly reduces a person's risk
of sudden death from heart disease. It's also brain-healthy. For
that reason, I and most doctors
recommend a re'War diet of fish
people
for
who
have
heart disease.
And also for
people like
where
you
heart disease
runs in the
family.
Fish oils
are rich in
omega-3 fatty
acids, a kind
By
of "healthy
Dr. Anthony
fat." The proKomaroff
tective effect
of omega-3 fatty acids may stem
from several different effects they
have on the body. They keep
platelets from forming clots in
the blood. They help reduce blood
pressure. They raise HDL, the socalled "good cholesterol." They
lower levels of another kind of
fat linked to heart disease and
strokes: triglycerides. Probably
most important, they seem to prevent lethal heart-rhythm disorders
from developing.
So since heart disease is such
a common problem, I recommend
that most people have at least
two servings per week of oily
fish. That's true even if they don't
have heart disease or family members with heart disease.
I can't be as certain about the
value of taking fish oil supplements. The evidence that fish oils
are heart-healthy comes mainly
from studies of eating fish, not
from swallowing fish oil capsules.
However,there is reasonably strong
evidence that fish oil supplements
may reduce the risk of sudden death

Dr. Komaroff

from heart disease And they have
no significant side effects.
So if you are a person that
does not like to eat fish, and
since heart disease runs in your
family, I'd advise you to take fish
oil supplements.
The heart benefits of fish and
of fish oil supplements appear to
be mainly on reducing the risk
of sudden death. The evidence is
not as strong that fish and fish
oil reduce the risk of other heart
conditions, like angina or heart
attacks. I think that is probably
because they are potent in reducing the heart rhythm disorders
that can suddenly cause the heart
to stop beating
Typical over-the-counter fish oil
supplements contain eicosapentsenoic acid (EPA) plus docosshexaenoic acid (DNA),the omega3s found in fish. Many authorities recommend that if you already
have heart disease or high levels
of triglycerides, you should discuss with your doctor taking 3,000
milligrams of fish oil capsules
per day. If you have elevated
triglycerides, your doctor may recommend a higher dose (or some
other treatment to lower triglycerides).
As beneficial as fish oil capsules may be, I prefer to get
nutrients from foods rather than
supplements. That's because whole
foods often have other nutrients
that may also be good for your
health. Fatty fish such as salmon,
mackerel, herring and sardines are
especially good food sources of
omega-3s. I eat fish at least once
or twice a week -- but that's not
hard because I love fish!
(This column is an update of
one that ran originally in December 2013.)
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor,Boston, MA 02115.)

HELP FUND NEW GLASSES
Dear Heloise: You have been
so kind to feature NEW EYES
FOR THE NEEDY in the past.
We are currently collecting more
items. It would be wonderful if
you could mention us again. —
Sally Golding, volunteer manager .
Of course! Readers, please
donate eyeglasses, hearing aids,
jewelry, watches and small giftware to this organization. They clean, fix up and
sell the items in the Resale Shop, and 100 percent
of the proceeds are used to buy new prescription
glasses for those who can't afford them. Send donations to:
New Eyes for the Needy
549 Millburn Ave.
Short Hills, NJ 07078
If you are in New Jersey, stop by the Resale
Shop boutique and do some shopping! Go online
to www.new-eyes.org for more information. — Heloise
PS.: Slip a buck or two in the package — cash
is ALWAYS welcome! A big Heloise Hug to all the
volunteers, too!
MAIL CONCERN
Dear Heloise: What happens to my mail when
I die? I am 82, live alone and have no next of
kin living nearby. The post office says my mail is
returned to sender. "Stamped 'deceased'?" I asked.
"Probably" was the answer. What about magazine
subscriptions? "The same," I was told. Perhaps you
can get a more official answer. — John in Kerrville, Texas
John, the official answer is, it SHOULD be returned
or forwarded at some point. The US. Postal Service must officially be notified of a person's death.

br
Heloise

An executor can file a request with the Postal Service to redirect the mail to them (or a relative). The
same person also can go to the Direct Marketing
Association website to fill out the "Register the
Deceased" information at www.dmachoice.org.
Do you have a lawyer or close friend you can
ask to handle this? I'm sure there is someone who
will be more than happy to help. — Heloise
PS.: I hope it's a l0000ng time before this action
is needed.
UTENSIL HOLDER
Dear Helot/it: I read your column in The (Colorado Springs, Colo.) Gazette. The flatware trays
sold in stores hold so little for the space they take
up.
For years, I have kept cardboard boxes from 2
pounds of processed cheese. Eight boxes fit perfectly the depth and length of our drawers and hold
a lot, separating knives, forks, spoons and serving
spoons nicely. I label each with the date and put
it in a drawer. When we open a new package, I
throw away the oldest one. With a family of seven,
we routinely swap out a new, clean box for an
older one. — Kathryn Mesward, Colorado Springs,
Colo,
NO SPILL
Dear Heloise: I like to keep a glass of water
on my bedside table, but every now and then it
would tip over when I fumbled for it in the dark.
Our toddler granddaughter forgot her plastic sippy
cup after a visit, which gave me an idea. Its lid
and no-spill spout make it a perfect bedside water
container. Even if it tips over, nothing spills out.
— Grandma in Kentucky
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to
Heloise, P.O. Box 795000, San Antonio, TX 782795000, or email it to HeloiseeHeloise.com.
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Story
Electrician's concern
Verdi creation
Love, to Luigi
Cheap restaurant
Ventilate
Soak up
Young one
Ski event
Print measure
Long-legged bird
Job for a plumber
City of New York
Englishman, for short
Irrational fear
"Why don't we!"
Fiancee's agreement, for short
One — time
Regret
"Fifth Beate Sutcliffe
Symbol of wealthy beginnings
Attempted
Port — (French cheese)
Bus units
Brooklyn basketball team
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Eating fish is healthier than
taking fish oil supplements

Hints From Holoiso

Today In History
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6
7
8
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20
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25
26
27
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Frat party costumes
Busy months for accountants
Ogle
Memorable period
Hornet's kin
Little devil
League newbie
Beethoven symphony
'In the Night Kitchen" writer
Classify
Jewish high holy day
Brutish ones
Flat surface
Loving touch
Wild parties
Stop working
Roma's land
Sneaker part

30
33
35
38
39

Depart hastily
Fourth-down plays
Cincinnati team
Old soldier
Skillet
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THOMAS CROSSWORD BOOKS 1-8! Send $4.75 (check/
m.o.) for each book to 628 Virginia Dr Orlando, FL 32803

MIME =MEM
MIMI MO=
NEINIMMOMMINI
EMM ME MUM
MOM= MIMI
MEM MR=
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MOM 01111 AIM
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PREP SPORTS ROUNDUP

LadyTigers
dominate
UHA 8-1
Staff Reports
HOPKINSV1LLE - The No. 16
Murray High Lady Tigers know that
they have a long week ahead of them,
but that didn't stop them from owning
every facet of Monday's match with
UHA, handing the Lady Blazers (9-10) their first loss of the season in convincing fashion, 8-1. Six of the eight
Lady Tiger goals were assisted, highlighting yet another team effort.
Murray High (11-2-0) also dominated
shots on goal, 19 to seven.
Alex Pologruto led Murray High
with a hat trick, the first of which
came as the first goal of the game.
Pologruto scored off Parker Greer's
pass in the 5th minute to put her team
ahead early. Brittany lawson scored
minutes later, off a corner kick, on the
assist from Lydia Grogan. Olivia
Butterworth sent one smoothly
through the back of the net in the 22nd
minute for a 3-0 lead and, Parker
Greer got her goal in the 25th on
Lawson's assist for a 4-0 lead and a
shut out bid heading into the half.
Pologruto banked in the second half's
first shot just three minutes in, off Lily
Ramey's dish. The 5-0 lead just kept
building from that point on. Greer
scored her second goal from Kennedy
Jones four minutes later, then Jones
had the favor returned to her,finishing
off Lawson's feed for a 7-0 commanding lead.
Pologruto finished the match the
way she started it, with a score. Her
hat trick was completed in the form of
a PK and, although Kayla Gallup prevented the shutout, head coach Shauna
Traylor had no reason to be displeased
with the final tally.
"We worked hard last week at practice and we showed off the details of
otitimpro'Vements tonight-she said.We have a school record in miad that
we want to set with All-A coming up.
We made goals at the beginning of the
season and we intend to follow
through on them. We have senior night
on Thursday and we have the All A
tournament on Saturday. I told the
girls to just have a desire to play for
the All A Championship on Sunday."
The Lady Tigers will first have to
battle the Lady Lakers, though.
Calloway County (6-5-0) awaits the
Lady Tigers at 5 p.m. on Tuesday.
Calloway County 5,
Mayfield Cardinals 1
MAYFIELD- After a tough loss
that went down to the wire against
McCracken County to end a three
game winning streak, the Calloway
County Lakers redeemed themselves
Monday night, defeating Mayfield 5-1
in a game that was never even close.
The Lakers rolled to their 9th win of
the year in large part to the tandem of
Brian Wilhelm and Christian Adams.
Wilhelm recored his seventh hat trick
of the season, netting the first three
goals of the game in the 33rd,35th and
43rd minutes.
Adams polished off the victory for
the Lakers in the second half, with
goals in the 58th and 73rd minutes.
It wasn't as high scoring as their
earlier 12-2 win over Mayfield back
on August 29 was, but head coach
Alex Walandro knows his young team
is only getting better. They're getting
better fast.
" We have to keep the pressure and
get the ball in transition quicker, it's
the same thing i've been saying all
season," Walandro said.
"We have to keep our concentration
level roof high and we can't let cheap
goals keep going in. It's always tough
to play in Mayfield, but i'm proud of
their fight tonight. We played well, but
our focus is all on the derby tomorrow
night."
The Calloway County Lakers will
be looking to complete a regular season sweep of the..Murray High Tigers
when they come across town Tuesday
at 7 p.m.
Lady Lakers 10,
Lady Cardinals 0
MAYFIELD - The Calloway
County Lady Lakers have been familiatiQivith the mercy rule against
MaY
.field once already this season.
Mibday night was no different. The
L#dy' Lakers shut out the Lady
Cardinals once again, this time on the
road at Mayfield, 10-0. Reagan
Pittenger stood out, assisting on three
of the 10 goals of the evening for
Calloway County. Meddle Balmer
would secure yet another hat trick on
•See PREP SPORTS, 10

MURRAY HIGH SOCCER

Tigers begin busy week with loss, falling to Hoptown 7-0
By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter
The Murray High Tigers know a
potential six game week looms ahead,
but they had to first handle
Hopkinsville on Monday night, who
came into the Mallary France Soccer
Complex ranked as the No. 17 team in
the state. Hoptown took a while to
warm up, but eventually came away
with a 7-0 shutout, their seventh of
the season.
Murray High kept Hopkinsville
from doing any damage in the first 20
minutes. Hopkinsville had their
chances early, but Tommy Speed brilliantly propelled Murray High, with
six saves in the first half and four of
those saves coming in the opening
minutes of the match. He kept batting
away Hopkinsville kicks, but they
kept knocking back. Eventually, the
Hoptown offense started to break
through, despite valiant efforts from
the Murray High backline, including
Ethan Back, Ethan Graham and Ian
Smith.
Jimmy Steward punted home his
first of two goals on the evening in
the 17th minute of the contest for a 10 Hoptown lead. Andrew Bailey came
back quickly, breaking through from
straight away for a 2-0 lead. In the
22nd minute, Ethan Noel broke down
the Murray High defense on a
crossover before feeding Caleb
Joiner, who followed through with the
score for a 3-0 lead heading into the
half.
Hopkinsville scored all three first
half goals in a five minute span.

DONNIE PASHALLi Ledger & Times
Murray High's Cole Riley fights for posession of a loose ball against Lucas
Doss of Hopkinsville in a non-district game on Monday night.
meanwhile Murray High never quite
Caleb Alverio subbed in at goaldeveloped an offensive tempo and, keeper for the second half, 'giving
rarely saw any shot opportunities in Speed a rest before the crosstown
the entire match.
classic against Calloway County on

Tuesday. He did a solid job, with six
saves in the final 40 minutes, but the
Hopkinsville arsenal was just too
much to overcome in the second half.
Aaron Shaw scored the first goal of
the second half in the 52nd minute,
then Stewart followed with his second goal less than a minute later for a
5-0 lead. At that point, the game was
well in hand.
"If that Calloway County game
doesn't get rescheduled for Tuesday,
then we're giving them all we have
tonight. But, with what we have this
week, we needed to push our focus
towards All-A and these other games.
That was the best team we'll probably
face all season," Son said. "We could
have made it 4-1 or 4-2,scored a couple, but there is no moral victory in
that."
The final 20 minutes were spent
developing the younger players Son
expects to lead the team in the future:
Brennan Horn and Ryan Roussel
capped the scoring output for
Hoptown (12-2-0) in the final minutes, securing the 7-0 win, while
Murray High kept their focus on the
short term and long term futures.
'Tonight was a measuring stick of
individuality. Who can be our spark
plug when we sub out two or three
guys'? These kids have to earn theit
playing time going forward, but I like
what we're seeing," Son said.
The Lakers (9-3-0) await the Tigers
(5-7-0) at the Jim Nix Soccer
Complex at 7 p.m., where they look
to sweep the Tigers on the season.••

ST. LOUIS CARDINALS

Piscotty's drive off
the wall to left center wins it late for
St. Louis 2-1
By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS — Key hits from rookies
helped the St. Louis Cardinals get to the
Reds bullpen before Cincinnati could
get to Aroldis Chapman.
Trevor Rosenthal was ready for the
ball.
Stephen Piscotty doubled in the goahead run in a two-run eighth inning, a
rally that began with Tommy Pham's
leadoff triple, and Rosenthal earned his
47th save in 49 chances to match the
franchise record in a 2-1 victory on
Monday night.
JEFF ROBERSON / AP Photo
"As big of a mess as you could put
St. Louis Cardinals starting pitcher Jaime Garcia throws during the first inning of a baseball game
yourself in, just keep trying to make
against the Cincinnati Reds, Monday, Sept. 21, 2015, in St. Louis.
pitches," Rosenthal said after working
around two one-hit singles. "I've seen ahead of Piscotty's drive off the wall in Brandon Phillips had three hits includ- especially in the situation were in right
having a one-run lead and the bases left-center. It was the seventh go-ahead ing a first-inning RBI single.
now."
loaded, nobody out, and somehow RBI for Piscotty in 55 games with St.
'Definitely, some mixed emotions,
NOTES
magically getting out of it when you Louis.
not getting a 'W' to go home with,"
Cardinals: Matt Holliday (quadrifeel like there's no way."
"It was tough to get that first run, and Lamb said. "Generally, it was nice to
Rosenthal tied the record held by Lee as soon as we did I think all of us were gout there and toss six scoreless, for ceps) has played in just 11 games since
Smith (1991) and Jason Isringhausen able to take a breather and relax." sure."
June 9 and has pinch hit twice since
(2004). Manager Mike Matheny said in Piscotty said. "That calmed me a little
Cardinals starter Jaime Garcia being activated from the DL on Sept.
July, Isringhausen told him to "slow bit more and I got a good pitch to hit." allowed a run on five hits in seven
15. He's not ready to play outfield.
that kid down."
Johnathon Broxton (3-5) allowed one innings. He lacked control in the first
UP NEXT
Rosenthal has balls from all of his hit the eighth for the Cardinals, who but survived with minimal damage
John Lackey (12-9, 2.79) has a 2.23
saves this season, although he added,"I have a four-game NL Central lead over after throwing two wild pitches, walkdon't know why I kept them." He said Pittsburgh. They're a major league-best ing two and allowing two hits, then ERA since June 15, fifth-best in the
he'll text Isringhausen, "and let him 51-24 at home and have the best overall retired the side in order the next four majors, but he's 0-2 with a 3.33 ERA in
know I'm happy to be a part of that record, too, at 94-56.
innings — once with the help of a dou- four starts against Cincinnati. Rookie.
club."
Reds rookie starter John Lamb held ble play.
Rookie Tommy Pham tripled off JJ. St. Louis scoreless for the second time
"It was a tough inning, but stuff hap- Keyvius Sampson (2-5,7.09) has qual2
Hoover (8-2) to open the eighth and this month, striking out six and allow- pens," Garcia said. "I've always said I ified for the decision just four times in
ihonny Peralta's one-out single tied it ing five hits in six-plus innings. never want to come out of a game, his first nine career starts.•

Simmons
and
Zakutney
lead day one
at MSU
Invitational

By DAVE WINDER
MSU Sports Information
Brock Simmons and Matthew
Zakutney sit one-two at the Murray State
Invitational heading into Tuesday's final
round as the Racers carry a 6-shot lead at
Miller Memorial Golf Course in Murray,
Kentucky.
The Racers carded scores of 285287=572 and hold the lead over
Tennessee Tech who had rounds of 293285=578.
Murray State's Brock Simmons was
the leader after he fired rounds of 70-71
for a 1 -under-par 141 total. One shot
back was teammate Matthew Zakutney
•See GOLF,10

Brock Simmons follows through on a shot at the MSU Invitational.
The Racers currently hold the lead in the tournament.
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Jets convert on two
Andrew Luck
turnovers en route
to 20-7 win
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The Insurance Center of Murray
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"Your more than am'company agency!"
/300 julmsoll Blvd.• 270-753-S355

AREA SCHEDULE
Today's Games
NCAA MEN'S GOLF
Murray State Invitational, 9.30 a m
PREP BOYS SOCCER
Murray High at Calloway County, 7 p.m.
PREP GIRLS SOCCER
Murray High at Calloway County, 5 p.m.
Wednesdays Games
No games scneduled

SPORTS ON TV
Today's Games
BOXING
8 p.m.
FS1: Premier Champions, Williams-Cuello
(Junior-middleweight)
CYCLING
NBCSN. UCI Road World Championships, at
Richmond, Va
MLB
7 p.rn.
FSM. Cincinnati at St Louis
9 p.m.
MLB TBA
MINOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
7 p.m.
NBCSN- Triple-A National Championship,
TBA
SOCCER
1 p.m.
FSt• Bundestiga, Wolfsburg at Bayern
Munich
WNBA
7 p.m.
ESPN2 Playoffs, Conference Semifinal (If
necessary), TBA
9 p.m.
ESPN2 Playoffs, Conference Semifinal (It
necessary), TBA
Wednesdays Games
1 p.m.
NBCSN. UCI Road World Championships at
Richmond, Va.
MLB
6 p.m.
ESPN. N.Y Yankees at Toronto
9 p.m.
ESPN TBA
SOCCER
2 p.m.
FS1 Bundesliga, Elntracht Frankfurt at
Schalke 04

BASEBALL
MLB
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pct GB
Toronto
86 64 .573
82 67 .550 3/
1
2
New York
Baltimore
73 76 .490 121
/
2
72 77 .483 131
/
2
Boston
14
Tampa Bay
72 78 .480
Central Division
W
L
Pct GB
Kansas City
87 62
584
11
Minnesota
76 73 .510
74 74 .500 121
Cleveland
/
2
/
2
Chicago
72 78 .480 151
Detroit
.460 181
/
2
69 81
West Division
W
L
Pct GB
Texas
80 69 .537
1
80 71
.530
Houston
76 74 .507 41
/
2
Los Angeles
73 77 .487 71
/
2
Seattle
/
2
64 86 .427 161
Oakland
Monday's Results
Chicago White Sox 2, Detroit 0. 1st game
Baltimore at Washington, ppd., rain
Toronto 4. N.Y. Yankees 2
Chicago White Sox 3, Detroit 2. 2nd game
Boston 8, Tampa Bay 7
Houston 6, L.A. Angels 3
Today's Games
Baltimore (U Jimenez 11-9) at Washington
IG Gonzalez 11-7), 6:05 p.m.
N.Y Yankees (L.Severino 4-3) at Toronto
(Estrada 13-8), 6:07 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Quintana 9-10) at Detroit
(Da.Norris 2-2), 608 p.m.
Tampa Bay (M.Moore 1-4) at Boston (Owens
3-2), 6:10 p.m.
Cleveland (Salazar 13-8) at Minnesota
(E Santana 5-4), 7:10 p.m.
L.A. Angels (Santiago 8-9) at Houston
(McCullers 5-6), 7:10 p.m.
Seattle (lwakuma 8-4) at Kansas City
(Guttine 8-7), 7:10 p.m.
Texas (M.Perez 3-5) at Oakland (Nolin 1-1),
9:05 p.m.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pct GB
85 65 .567
New York
78
71
.523
614
Washington
64 86 ,427 21
Miami
60 91
.397 2514.
Atlanta
.
56 94 .37_3 7,2*,
Central Division
W
L
Pct GB
94 56 .627
z-St. Louis
4
90 60 .600
Pittsburgh
6
Chicago
88 62 .587
Cincinnati
63 86 .423 30/
1
2
31
63 87 .420
Milwaukee
West DMsion
W
L
Pd GB
Los Angeles
85 63 .574
78 71
.523 71
/
2
San Francisco
71 78 .477 1414
Arizona
70 80 .467
16
San Diego
63 87 .420
23
Colorado
z-clinched playoff berth
Monday's Results
Baltimore at Washington, ppd., rain
N.Y Mets 4. Atlanta 0
St. Louis 2. Cincinnati 1
Milwaukee 5, Chicago Cubs 9
Pittsburgh 9. Colorado 3
Arizona at L.A. Dodgers tate
Today's Games
Baltimore (U.Jimenez 11-91 at Washington
)G Gonzalez 11-7). 605 p.m
Atlanta (Wisler 5-8) at N.Y. Mets (Verrett 101. 6:10 p.m.
Philadelphia (Harang 5-15) at Miami (Koehler
10-13), 610 p.m.

Milwaukee (Gravy 0-7) at Chicago Cubs
(Arrieta 19-6). 705 p.m.
Cincinnati (Sampson 2-5) at St. Louis
(Lackey 12-9), 7.15 pm
Pittsburgh (Kapp 5-2) at Colorado (Rusin 58), 7,40 p.m
Arizona (Ray 4-12) at LA. Dodgers (A.Wood
11-10), 910 p.m.
San Francisco (Heston 11-101 at San Diego
IT Ross 10-10). 9.10 p m.

The Associated Press
INDIANAPOLIS
Darrelle Revis new team is
getting the same results he's
always had against Andrew
Luck.
The veteran cornerback is
still mystifying the young quarterback.
Revis picked off one pass,
recovered two fumbles and
helped the suddenly opportunistic Jets defense come up
with five more turnovers
Monday night to help New
York pull away for a 20-7 victory at Indianapolis.
"It's Monday night, on a big
stage, and we knew what type
of game this was going to be,"
Revis said.
So he delivered a prime-time
performance.
Revis' homecoming has been
everything New York fans
hoped for. With Revis and
Antonio Cromartie locking
down outside receivers, firstyear coach Todd Bowles has
been able to rely on his defensive front to stop the run and
routinely pressure quarterbacks.
In the opener against
Cleveland, New York converted five turnovers into 21
points.
Against the supposedly, highpowered Colts offense, they
did it again. The Jets matched
that five-turnover total, kept
the Colts out of the end zone
for three full quarters and never
gave Luck a chance to get comfortable. The result: New York
is off to its first 2-0 start since
2011.
Indianapolis (0-2) is keeping
its dismal start ii perspective.
After starting last season with
back-to-back losses, they won
five straight.
This time seems different.
Luck was 21 of 37 for 250
yards with one touchdown,
three interceptions and lost one
fumble. After a strong start,
Frank Gore finished with 15
carries for 57 yards and Donte
Moncrief was the only receiver
to top the 50-yard mark.
Moncrief caught seven passes
for 122 yards and Indy's only

PRO FOOTBALL
NFL
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
Pct
W L T
2 0 0 1.000
New England
2 0 0 1.000
N Y. Jets
Miami
1 1 0 500
1 1 0 500
Buffalo
North
Pct
W L T
Cincinnati
2 0 0 1 000
1 1 0 .500
Cleveland
1 1 0 _500
Pittsburgh
Baltimore
0 2 0 .000
South
Pct
W L T
1 1 0 _500
Jacksonville
1 1 0 500
Tennessee
0 2 0 000
Indianapolis
0 2 0 000
Houston
West
Pct
W L T
2 0 0 1 000
Denver
.500
1 1 0
Oakland
1 1 0 500
San Diego
1 1 0 .500
Kansas City
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
Pct
W L T
2 0 0 1.000
Dallas
Washington
1 1 0 .500
0 2 0 000
N Y. Giants
Philadelphia
0 2 0 .000
North
Pct
W L T
0 0 1.000
2
Green Bay
1 1 0 500
Minnesota
0 2 0 .000
Chicago
Detroit
0 2 0 .000
South
Pct
W L T
Atlanta
2 0 0 1.000
Carolina
2 0 0 1.000
1 1 0 .500
Tampa Bay
0 2 0 .000
New Orleans
West
Pct
W L T
2 0 0 1.000
Arizona
1 1 0 .500
St. Louis
San Francisco
1 1 0 .500
0 2 0 .000
Seattle
WEEK 2
Mondays Result
N Y Jets 20, Indianapolis Colts 7

PF PA
68 53
31 10
37 3.3
59 54
PF PA
57 32
38 45
64 46
46 56
PF PA
32 40
56 42
14 27
37 51
PF PA
50 37
50 66
52 52
51 51
PF PA
47 36
34 27
46 51
34 46
PF PA
58 40
29 36
46 79
44 59
PF PA
50 44
44 26
40 61
38 57
PF PA
79 42
44 55
38 46
48 61

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
RANKINGS
STATS FCS Poll
The top 25 teams in the STATS Football
Championship Subdivision poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses, records through Sunday,
points and previous rank
Pts LW
Rec.
1
1. Jacksonville State (93) 2-1 3,834
3-0 3,676
2
2. Coastal Carolina (36)
4
3. North Dakota State (17) 2-1 3,555
2-1 3,353
5
4. Illinois State (2)
2-1 3,346
6
5. Villanova (4)
7
6. South Dakota State (6) 2-0 3.049
7 Northern Iowa
2-1 3,029
9
2-1 2,585 10
8. Chattanooga
12
3-0 2,522
9. James Madison
15
10. Liberty
2-1 2,460
14
11. Eastern Washington
1-2 2,358
0-2 1,905
3
12, Sam Houston State
16
2-1 1,861
13. Youngstown State
14. Montana
1-2 1,675
8
1-1 1,612
11
15. Montana State
2-1 1,601
18
16. Fordham
17. Portland State
2-0 1,446
19
18. Eastern Kentucky
1-1 1,013 21
19. Richmond
2-1
993 22
758
17
20. Cal Poly
1-2
1-2
753 13
21. New Hampshire
2-1
723 23
22. Indiana State
23 Southeastern Louisiana 2-1
702 20
24. Harvard
1-0
549 25
2-0
502 NR
25. McNeese State
Others receiving votes: Mississippi St 52, West
Virginia 48, Tennessee 45. California 38. Toledo
36, Arizona St. 25, Houston 22, Auburn 20,
Temple 20. Texas Tech 20. Boise St. 17. Miami
13. Iowa 10. Kansas St. 8, Florida 7, NC State 5,
Minnesota 4, Virginia Tech 4. Memphis 1.
STANDINGS
OHIO VALLEY
Conference
Overall
•
• •
W- L PF PA W L PF PA
-;1 0 48 13 2 1 91 60
E. Kentlicky 0 0 0 0 1 1 52 45
UT Martin
0 0 0 0 1 1 75 86
Murray State 0 0 0 0 1 2 98 121
SE Missouri 0 0 0 0 1 2 58 87
0 0 0 0 1 2 67 108
Tenn. Tech
Austin Peay 0 0 0 0 0 3 20 127
E. Illinois
0 0 0 0 0 3 36 108
Tenn, State 0 1 13 48 2 1 72 87
SOUTHEASTERN
East
Overall
Conference
W L PF PA W L PF PA
2 0 83 34 3 0 134 48
Georgia
1 0 14 9 3 0 106 46
Florida
1 1 35 36 2 1 75 69
Kentucky
Missouri
0 0 0 0 3 0 70 29
Tennessee
0 0 0 0 2 1 138 71
Vanderbilt
0 1 14 31 1 2 73 52
0 2 42 78 1 2 59 91
S. Carolina
West
Overall
Conference
W L PF PA W L PF PA
LSU
2 0 66 40 2 0 66 40
Mississippi 1 0 43 37 3 0 192 61
Texas A&M 0 0 0 0 3 0 138 67
Arkansas
0 0 0 0 1 2 84 64
Alabama
0 1 37 43 2 1 109 70
Auburn
0 1 21 45 2 1 79 89
Miss, State 0 1 19 21 2 1 115 50

•Golf...
From Page 9
with scores of 69-73=142.
The Racers saw Jared Gosser
grab a spot in seventh place with
scores of 76-69=145. The rest of
the MSU team had Preston
French card rounds of 72-75=147
for a spot 14th place, while Gabe
Wheeler was in 16th place after
scores of 74-74=148.
The rest of the top-5 teams
included: Wright State (585),
Alabama State (588) and
Tennessee State (604).The rest of
the field was rounded out by
Western Illinois (607), Missouri
Baptist (610) and Eastern Illinois
(613).•

•Prep Sports Roundup...

From Page 9
Calloway County Golf
her senior season and, the Lady
Lakers made easy work of their
DRAFFENVILLE- The regprey, with 36 shots on the ular season wrapped up for the
night.
Calloway County Lakers golf
Emma Gallimore scored the team Monday Afternoon at
first goal of the match in the Calvert City Country Club in
13th minute on Mickenna the traditional end of season
Butterworth's assist for a 1-0 Ryder Cup match with the
lead.
Marshall County Marshals.
Lutterworth and Balmer Only the boys team participated
would supply the offense the in the event. Quinn Eaton of
touchdown.
rest
of the first half. Marshall County was the overPart of the problem was
Lutterworth made it 2-0 all medalist with a 35. The
Revis and his teammates.
Calloway County, then Balmer Lakers were able to place a
The other problems were netted two goals back to back.
respectable performance, scorself-inflicted. On Monday, Butterworth ended the half ing a 173 team score, but
Indy was called for II penal- with two goals, netting her falling short by 17 stroked to
ties, Gore bobbled a handoff at second in the 34th minute for a the Marshals.
Tanner Hicks and Ty
the Jets 1-yard line that Revis 5-0 lead. Balmer completed
her hat trick in the 37th, while
recovered in the end zone, others would take the load Gallimore lead the way for the
Lakers with 42's. Isaiah Butler
Adam Vinatieri missed a 29- offensively for the remainder
carded a 43,Connor Steele penyard field goal - the first time of the match. Taylor Crouch, ciled in a 46 and Garrison
he's missed one from shorter Pittenger and even goalkeeper Capps turned in a 47.
than 30 yards since 2007 - Brittany Robertson would see
" I was glad we got to play
and for the first time since scores in the second half, this course again before regionsecuring the mercy rule in just als," head coach TJ Hargrove
1997,the Colts were shut out in 56 minutes of action.
said.
the first half in back-to-back
"We just talked about get"We go back Friday for our
weeks.
ting focused on Murray tomor- practice round, We have a lot of
Indy has scored just 21 points row, that's where our mentali- confidence heading into the
in eight quarters, and inside the ty lies," head coach Jeremy tournament with our performance .at Calvert City a few
stadium, the fans who roared Stom said.
"Reagan played well, she
for Robert Mathis' return and was our facilitator tonight. weeks ago. We finished top
four in the region with that one
Jeff Saturday's induction into We're hoping this performance
and our team score of 317 bestthe ring of honor, booed hearti- carries over into tomorrow."
ed our next best team total by
The Lady Lakers will need 30+ strokes."
ly as the mistakes piled up.
The Colts' problems began to be on top of their game
The Lakers now prepare for
early. On Indy's first series, when the No. 16 Murray High Regional Tournament practice
Lady Tigers come into Jim Nix rounds on Friday, before the
Calvin Pryor intercepted a pass
Soccer Complex at 5 p.m. on tournament begins on Monday
and ran it back to the Colts 9- Tuesday.
at Oaks Country Club.•
yard line. Four plays later,
Ryan Fitzpatrick threw a 6Fern Terrace....your personal care home...
yard TD pass to Eric Decker.
owe dawriletI/Eric Decker had eight recep"•••adtare we evge
tions for 97 yards before leaving with a knee injury, and
Brandon Marshall caught
seven passes for 101 yards and
one touchdown.
But it was defense that ruled
the days
The Jets struggled to put this
one away, though.
New York couldn't score
again until Nick Folk made a
Our resiaents enjoy....
35-yard field goal late in the
•live music
first half.
Indy finally got on the board
•games
with Luck's 26-yard TD pass to
•exercise
Moncrief with 10:07 left in the
•religious services
game.
Fitzpatrick answered on the
+ and so much more!!!
next series with a 15-yard TD
1505 Stadium View Dr.• Murray, Ky • 270-759-1883 • www.femterrace.com
pass to Marshall and Marcus
Gilchrist's late interception set
Karen Glover,
up Folk's final field goal. "We
Administrator
are the best secondary unit in
the league," Revis said. "That's
Tamara Elkins,
Asst. Administrator
what we're trying to showcase
out there."•
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Lot 89 Legacy Cove South, Murray
Western Shores lot that backs up to the Nature Station is
available to build your lake area home. Two acres of blank
canvas are available in this rolling, wooded lot. The nature
area could be right out your back door, with Kentucky Lake
just a short walk away. Western Shores amenities include
boat ramps for all of your water toys, a pavilion with an infinity pool for relaxing the day away, and miles of walking
trails for any outdoors lovers. Priced to sell! MLS #81563
$49,500

270.753.9999
See this property and many more
at www.sbgproperty.com
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•
Murray Supply's Annual

Monessen
•••••

Is looking for a self-enterprising, full-time

c GAS LOG SALE!

$200

OFF
Gas Logs & Fireplaces
Heat zvith Personality.

FRIDAY - SATURDAY
SEPT. 25 & 26
West KY's
Authorized
Monessen
Distributor!

raURRLW
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
arms
NA...1mM

2110.204 11. Main • 27475143111

rvotoo
Hardware
Story for
, 12Yoore, .
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NEWS REPORTER
41
,

INDEX

Two So
Classified
Comics ...
Communii
Forum
Health
Obituaries
Sports

Applicants should be personally engaging, confident in their writing abilities, be strong time
managers and quick, creative thinkers. Nights, weekends and travel are all part of the job. Applicants
should also have a strong eye for design. A knowledge of programs such as Quark )(Press, Adobe
Photoshop and InDesign is a must. Experience with a DSLR camera - and associated hardware - is
also strongly advised. The Ledger is seeking applicants with a bachelor's degree in journalism and
an understanding of Associated Press style. Applicants will need to be able to preview a variety of
content and edit media advisories received from the university on a daily basis. Our readers expect
strong, local coverage year-round.

Send resumes to mdavls@murrayledger.com or editor@
murrayledger.com. Attach clippings of your work, which can include
designs and/or photos(should be formatted appropriately).
PDFs and web links are also acceptable.
Pay is hourly and based on experience. The Murray Ledger & Times is an equal
opportunity employer. Questions or comments can be directed to 270-753-1916.

MURF11-.

